Available and useful data are required to create a social environment where decision makers in active businesses can be supported by data synthesis and analysis. Yet availability of data continues to be a critical bottle neck in data-driven approaches to chance discovery i.e., to discover uncertain events that are significant for decision making. Although there is a growing world-wide practice since 2000 to disclose governmental data, potentially useful data owned by industrial organizations are still closed. Organizational reasons to closely hold data include monopolizing the potential future value of the data, uncertainty about potential users, and unclear purposes and processes of data usage.
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In this special issue, we extend research from our recent MoDAT (Market of DATa) workshop series. We call for papers about any techniques, methods, or theories about how we can design the market of data, where each user or provider of data can externalize and share the value of each part of data so that one can buy/sell it in a reasonable condition, e.g., for a reasonable price with respect to the value expected by the analysis or as open source if the data may give merits to people in general rather than to particular segments who can pay.
Our ultimate goal is to have each person on the earth to be able to easily obtain potentially useful data and combine them for efficient and effective decision making, without fearing loss of business opportunities. Methods for visualizing the relevance of metadata and communication based on the visualization can be key technologies to support our progress toward this goal. Furthermore, data scientists need to import techniques from others, but these techniques are not easy to learn from experts dealing with different kinds of data. For example, similarities between latent dynamics behind data could be represented as visualizing distances among structural features of data, to aid the selection of success/failure cases of data mining. Possible relevant areas to the topic are shown below.
*** Relevant Areas
The areas below include, but not restricted to, domains relevant to chance discovery. We particularly invite sociologists, biologists, and knowledge workers in business. Authors will need to rewrite papers previously published in a conference and sufficiently extend them to full papers with sufficient references. If the paper has been previously published in a conference, authors should include the reference and provide a statement at the end of the paper as to how it has been extended. IOS Press will complete the final formatting and correspond with the authors and deal with copyright (however, they will not format references -please see the website for the correct format).
Data/text mining and visualization
The paper should clearly state its contribution to chance discovery, that is, to the discovery of information significant for decision making from the market of data. We encourage authors to include cases or experiments of applications that are discussed since this makes the link to decision making.
Please contact the special issue guest editors with any further question.
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